
 

 

 

Data security for the NitroEurope C1-C2-C3 database 

We are working towards accessibility of all NitroEurope data to anyone who wants it. That is what we 

agreed in our Data Policy. However, it is happening gradually. Some NitroEurope PIs won’t want any of 

their data made available just yet if they are still writing papers etc, while other PIs will want to release 

only some of their data to non-NEU scientists right away, and release other data later. 

We have implemented a new procedure to facilitate this gradual access to data by non-NEU scientists, and 

to avoid excessive email notifications. 

Its main features are: 

1/ PIs can ask for the option to receive automatic emails to be switched “on” or “off”, thus agreeing to, or 

avoiding, email notification when someone downloads data. We will make this a “self-service” option.  

2/In addition, PIs can log onto the database and check who has downloaded their data. 

3/When a non-NEU user first creates and runs a report to download data, the data is not automatically 

displayed on the screen, and it won’t be downloadable (as is normal for NEU database users). Instead, the 

non-NEU user will be given on-screen instructions and an email link to the data owner to request that data. 

If the non-NEU user decides to click these links, the PI for each site selected for the report will receive 

automatic email notification that this user has requested data.  

The PI must respond to this request (scientists in the UK must respond within 20 working days). 

The PI can select from a range of options, specific for that user. These options will range from “allow this 

user access to all of my data at all times”, through “allow this user access to this particular dataset, but no 

other data”, to “do not allow this user access to any of my data right now because….”. Thus the PI has total 

control over who (outside the NEU community) accesses which data, and when. In April 2013 all 

restrictions will be lifted and data will be freely accessible to all. 

The database development team are monitoring the performance of this strategy, and will make changes 

as the need arises. Please let us know how well it works for you. 

Thank you! 

Sue Owen, CEH Edinburgh 

NitroEurope Data Management Chair 

susa1@ceh.ac.uk     neudata@ceh.ac.uk  

 



 

 



 

 



 


